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Abstract  
 
Waves of H+

gas proton and OH-
gas hydroxyl buffer ions fill the empty 0.0809ltr/ltrice space 

in ice through the ice/gas interface igi at T≥0°C. Halve of the dissociating H2Oice 
molecules sublimate as 30mCe-(H+ or OH-)gas/ltrice.sec into this intermolecular free space 
with increased alternating free electrical capacitance C (Coulomb) or potential (Volt) of 
+0.83JouleH2Ogas/ltrice.sec. The other halves 'precipitate' as 15mCe-H2)ice/moleH2Oice in 
the bulk of ice while forming 3H+-+H2O-

ice-3OH- aggregates with decreased potential of 
-0.83Joule/moleice. Hydrogen bonding, characterized as small displacements of H+ in a 
H2O molecule, δH+=18.10-12mtr, is the driving force for this exchange of potential 
energy. The exchange of heat between gas and ice, characterized as reversible isentropic 
sublimation of H2O molecules, cause the buffer ions to dissociate and recombine. H2O 
splitting yields an electron e- running as free electrical capacitance Ce- in an equivalent 
RC-circuit with ‘RC-time’ constant of 1sec-1. 10-7moleH+/ltrice and 10+7moleδH+/ltrice are 
equivalent. It is shown that bonding unifies the weak electro dynamical, electromagnetic 
and gravitational forces for dissociation and recombination of H2Oice molecules.  
 

Introduction 
  
Ice is characterized by a free 
space of about 8%. In melted ice 
this space is filled by buffer ions 
carrying electron charge Ce- into 
that space between ice molecules 
as if it were capacitance in an RC-
circuit. The intermolecular ice 
space is not filled with melting 
water molecules because these 
would have filled the space prior 
to freezing.  Water is a mixture of 

ice and gas1-7 and most probably it is the bonding activity, keeping the buffer ions in an 
electrical circuit together, that prevents ice molecules to sublimate into gas at 
temperatures between 0 and 100°C. Hydrogen bonding concerns small changes in the 
position of protons of an ice molecule, δH+=18.10-12mtr. It generates gas buffer ions, 
which create electromagnetic H+ and OH- gas waves in the ice gas interface (igi) of water 
(fig. 1a). Previously we showed that for example RNA enzymes exploit these waves for 
reconstitution of information hidden in the dielectrical vacuum of the genome1-3. Also we 
showed that the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase exploits the buffer waves for transporting salts 
instantaneously over a large distances, for example across an epithelial- or nerve cell1-3. 



Here we present the model for the capacitive electron currents Ce- generated by these 
buffer waves. 
 

Results     
 
Waves of H+

gas and OH-
gas ions are running per second along the ice gas interface igi of 

melting ice, shown in fig.1a. Proton bonding, a phenomenon that relates to the small H+ 

dislocating steps of 18pmtr in the position of protons at a distance of 108pm from the 
nucleus of an ice molecule, generates these waves. The smallest wave involves 3H2Oice 
molecules (108pmtr/18pmtr) that alternating sublimate into capacitive 3H+

gas and 3OH-
gas

 

ions per second while the respective 3H+ and 3OH-groups of the ice molecules associate 
with a single +H2O-

ice to a 3OH-H2O-3H aggregates in the bulk of ice. The potential 
energy of the ions the latter decrease by this association (the aggregates sense no 
obstruction by their environment (super conductance)), while an electron is donated by 
the aggregates to the gas buffer ions3. 3H+

gas
 and 3OH-

gas share 3 electrons (fig.1b)3 as 
alternating Coulomb charge. As such the electrons can only run as capacitance Ce- or 
current Ce-/sec in equivalent electrical RC-circuits. Current (C/sec) and capacitance (C) 
represent R and C in this circuit: the ‘RC-time’ constant of such a circuit is 1/sec1-3. The 
pH of a neutral water solution is 7 (textbook) and therefore the combination of 3.107H+ 
ions in series and 3.107OH- ions in series generate an alternating parallel buffer 
capacitance of 30mC(H+ or OH-)/cm2.sec in the gas phase between the ice molecules 
(Eq.1). Together these capacitances generate a combined serial capacitance of 
15mC(H++OH-)gas/cm2.sec (Eq.1). Eq.1 furthermore shows that 1moleH2Oice/ltrice 
generates 1moleδH+/ltrice

 in the intermolecular ice space, which implies that each 
combination of 3OH- and 3H+ have to share 3Ce- in the gas phase. In fact Eq.1 also 
shows that 10-7mole(H+ or OH-) per second is equivalent with 107δH+ of 107H+ per 
second1-3. The value of 15mC(H++OH-)gas/cm2.sec and the known value of the free space 
of ice per liter allows calculation of the equilibrium heat exchange (Joule/sec) of H2O 
molecules entering and leaving the gas phase between the bulk of the ice molecules. 
 
The free space of one ltrice is 0.0809ltr (Eq.'s2a,b). The buffer ions shuttle back and forth 
between this volume and the bulk of ice by reversible isentropic sublimation. The sum of 
buffer ions returning to ice (Vgas.δVice) and ice molecules sublimating to gas (Vice.δVgas) 
must be zero (Kirchoff). It yields a ratio of 1.67mole(H++OH-)gas/ltrH2Oice as is shown by 
Eq.'s 3-5d. This ratio is equivalent with 0.83mole(H2O)/ltrice (Eq.5c) or with 
15mC(H+,OH-/moleH2Oice (Eq.5d). This 15mC buffer capacitance is becoming wrapped 
up in ice, decreasing the potential energy of these ions -0.83Joule/ltrice. It yields 
+0.83Joule/ltrice (Eq.5c. fig.1b), which is used to sublimate isentropic 1moleH2Oice as 
30mC(H+ or OH-)gas as free electrical potential in 0.1ltrice (1mtr by 1cm2 = 0.1ltr). This 
local conversion is with 8.33Joule/ltr compatible with the gas constant (Boltzmann). The 
gas space of 1ltrice unloads after saturation in 10sec (Fig. 1c) instantaneously by a phase-
shift when capacitance (C.10sec) precipitates as current (C/0.1sec)3. It generates H2Oice, 
accelerated in 1ltr/10sec.cm2.0.1sec with 10mtr/sec2 (capacitance.mtr filled the space in 
10sec). The potential energy (Ce-) released by gravity step is passed on during the 
implosion to the wrapped up buffer ions. Thus gravity reconstitutes the potential of all 
buffer ions, allowing these to recombine to H2Oice molecules. This scalar energy 
exchange is place-invariant, which means, as shown here, that 15mCH2Oice recombinant 



surface H2O molecules can be sent from the surface to anywhere in ice instantaneously 
while traveling at the speed of light. The potential energy of these molecules is 
transmitted through the intermolecular ice space by reversible isentropic adiabatic 
sublimation. Altogether this process is responsible for the super fluidity of water, which 
seems to be a mixture of ice and gas2.  
 
Previously we showed that the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase exploits the isentropic adiabatic 
sublimation of water by 'transmitting' instantaneously net 15mCNaCl/cm2.sec wrapped 
up in ice across cell at essentially zero Volt transcellular membrane potential1-3. But also 
other enzymes like RNA exploit the instantaneous transmission of water at the speed of 
light through ice from one place to another. Ribosomal mRNA is sending instantaneous 
environmental protein information from the ribosome's to the genome. Fusion of H+ and 
OH- ions by ribosome's yield 15mC/moleH2Oice.sec, which is sufficient to transmit 3 
parallel mRNA bonding capacitances buried in H2Oice (mRNA also expresses bonding 
activity, textbook), to the genome (fig.1d). The genome accepts this combined 
H2Oice/3mRNA bonding capacitance because it acts like an intracellular ice/gas interface. 
The H2Oice/3mRNA codon capacitance replaces existing H2O bonding capacitance in the 
dielectrical vacuum of the genome, which escapes as alternating 30mC(H+orOH-)gas/ltrice 
buffer capacitance3. The sum of energy of strings α and β sublimating as ice into gas 
(Vice.δiH2Ogas ) or vice versa (iH2Ogas.δVice) is zero (Kirchoff) in a subspace of 0.1ltrice with 
total capacitance of 1022C/1018H2Oice (Eq.7). The ratio α/β, as shown by Eq.'s 6a-c, is 
therefore 0.82Joule/sec (α/β=δVice/Vice * iH2Ogas/δiH2Ogas= log1018/log1022=0.82). This 
result shows that electro dynamical energy information of mRNA strings, each containing 
18-H2O/3mRNA codons of surround protein information, are sent through ice 
instantaneously to the genome (fig.1d) by the ribosome’s in 10 subspaces, while 
replacing H2Oice in the genomic dielectrical vacuum. The latter expand to alternating 
22(H+ or 22OH-)gas buffer capacitance strings. Information is collected from 10 subspaces 
before the gas space is saturated with 8.33Joule/ltrice. Then the capacitance (C.10sec) 
becomes current (C/0.1sec) and the gas space implodes at an acceleration of 
1ltr/10sec.cm2.0.1sec, which is 10mtr/sec2. The released energy in this gravity step is 
passed on to the genomic H2Oice/3mRNA combination, which now can exit the genome 
in order to make place for a new strings of information sent by the ribosome's. Non-
coding genes provide an information stop of this stepwise ribosomal information 
transmission3. These genes generate double-strand free radical strings of 22 nucleotides 
micro miRNAs each (Eq.6b,c)3-5, while acting as genomic RNA scavengers while 
restoring the 18H2Oice bonding content of the genome3. 
 

Discussion:  
 
The present analysis shows that dissociation and recombination of an electromagnetic 
H2Oice molecule requires gravity, electricity, mechanics, and quantum electro dynamical 
forces (monopoles, fig.'s 1a-d)1-3. This dissociation/recombination process is orchestrated 
by proton bonding activity. Ice molecules are transmitted from one place to another by 
gravity when the intermolecular gas space between ice molecules becomes saturated by 
gas buffer capacitances that are part of RC-circuits. Hydrogen bonding provides the 
electron charge Ce- for these RC-circuits. H+ and OH- buffer ions accept each halve of the 
electron charge e- donated by OH-H2O-H aggregates (fig.1a,b). Only the charge of the 



electron is split (0.5Ce-) and not the electron itself3. The sense of time6 is obtained by 
these RC-circuits when information of a given particle, for example of a protein, is sent 
in 2-dimensional strings in a space divided in 10 subspaces3. As such 3mRNA/H2Oice 
strings, containing the information of environmental proteins, are sent in 10 subspaces to 
the genome, while simultaneously the original protein is reconstituted by transcript 
tRNA3. Reconstitution of genomic information in this process is realized by scalar heat 
exchange (fig.1c). This net information amounts to 15mC/cm2.sec, and is retrieved by 
electrical admittance1-3 from the dielectrical vacuum of the genome3. It is suggested that 
the storage capacity of such vacuum is large enough to contain the time-bound algorithm 
of whatever biological specimen.    
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